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   WAR is Faster Less costly than QE2

  

    

  

   It looks like 'baby Kim' , the youngest son of Kim Jong-Il, trying to impress his Daddy with little
fireworks. He has been appointed and introduced to the world, not too long ago, as the heir to
the Kim Dynasty. 

  

   BBC  reported that the South Korean president and his cabinet met in an
'undisclosed,underground', bomb proof shelter – now wait a minute, the 'undisclosed location'
part has a familiar ring to it - never mind, Its just our PTSD acting up.

  

   The two little shells landing at a remote Island, to us, sounded more like some bored kid in the
neighborhood lighting up some left over fireworks from the 4 th of July. We know its nuisance
and could be dangerous, but WAR! Gimme a break. 

  

   There is NO WAR, there WON'T be any WAR. UNLESS!

  

   Unless of course it is in the Best Interest the Economy- lets face it QE2 didn't do
well at the Box Office. So one has to be a real fool to start shooting for the sequel
and hope to turn into a Christmas Black Buster. That is a little too much capital
risk.

  

   QE2 is slow and unpopular 
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p002vsmz
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   War is Easy, you can see the results on the ground, pretty fast. What QE2 has
failed to do WAR would do it, it would be a popular bipartisan affair, much faster
and cheaper, you don't need to bail out no body, no ugly looking stimulus
packages, who wants them for Christmas, no non-sense like that.

  

   How could we justify
   That's easy, just ask any Think Tank in Washington, worth their salt, they would
not only concur but also produce a 760 page report to back it up. 

  

   Lets get started now, why wait?

  

   OxB112310©
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